The Electronic Anti-Scale System
Private Houses and Villas

No Salt
No Chemicals
No Maintenance

German Technology
Absolutely Magnetism-Free

MADE IN
GERMANY

Vulcan ― the alternative to water softeners
Water is a valuable resource. However,
hard water contains dissolved scale
which will eventually build deposits in
your pipes and appliances.
►

Every house owner should use an ecofriendly water treatment system in
order to ensure their home is protected
against scale and rust. This preserves
the value of your home today and for the
next generation to come.

Benefits of using Vulcan
Reduces of scale deposits in the whole piping system
time and effort on household maintenance and cleaning

Reducing spotting on glasses, dishware and tiles

►

Considerable savings on cleaning agents
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Fulfil the Green Building standard for water treatment
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Vulcan - Impulse - Technology

Sprinklers and gardening
systems stay clean and last
longer. Less replacements are
required.

Swimming pools are easier to
maintain and pool filters stay
cleaner. Chemicals and cleaning
agents can be reduced.

The Vulcan - Impulse - Technology
treats the water with special
electronic impulses that take
away the adhesive power of the
scale particles. Scale components
are simply washed away with the
water as a fine powder. Vulcan
carefully dissolves already existing
deposits. In addition, the Vulcan
impulses generate a metalcarbonate protective layer that
prevents rust and pitting corrosion.

skin feels softer
softening effect on
clothes and fabrics

less spotting and
cleaner dishes

savings on pool
maintenance

faster cleaning

softer, more
manageable hair

mineral rich
tap water
increase in
water pressure

saves money
on heating costs
washing machines
runs more efficiently

Simple Do-It-Yourself installation
Vulcan is a Do-It-Yourself product and is
easily installed within a few minutes without
the need to cut the pipes. To install Vulcan
you do not need any professional tools.
Place Vulcan at the main water supply - this
is usually close to the water meter.

Fulfil the Green Building Standard
Vulcan is maintenance-free and does not
change the water composition. It leaves
calcium and magnesium in the water which
are important minerals for the body.
Vulcan is the eco-friendly water treatment
for green buildings and homes that aims
to help building owners and operators
be environmentally responsible and use
resources efficiently.

Vulcan 5000
installed in a
private house

Prevents Scale and Rust

	Reduction of existing scale in the piping
system

or chemicals

 Easy installation without cutting the pipe
	From ½" up to 40" pipe diameter
	Works on all pipe materials – iron,
copper, plastic, stainless steel, PVC,
compound pipes, PE-X, etc.



	Eco-friendly solution without salt

100% maintenance-free

	Prolongs life of machinery and
equipment

	Important minerals remain in the
water

	Long life – fully cast in acrylic
 10 year international warranty

Visible results of Vulcan water treatment ― before and after

Piping system

Plants and turf

Swimming pool filter

Quality ― Made in Germany
►	
Manufactured by Christiani Wassertechnik GmbH (CWT) in Germany
►

Over 40 years of experience in physical water treatment

►

Successful in more than 70 countries worldwide

MADE IN

►

10 years international warranty

GERMANY

www.cwt-vulcan.com
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